
Lead Frontend Developer
easybell is looking for a full-time frontend development lead. Your responsibilities will be 
transitioning existing frontends into single page applications based on vue.js, as well as 
building new SPAs from scratch.

Responsibilities and Duties

 Being the go to person when it comes to technical questions

 Converting existing frontends into dynamic and responsive vue.js applications

 Building new single page applications based on wireframes and designs

 Taking an active role in maximizing the user experience for our customers, partners, 
 as well as your colleagues

 Defining and implementing modern, interactive interfaces

 Reviewing code together with your colleagues to maximize the teams potential 
 and ensure a high-quality standard

Qualifications

 Multiple years of web development experience

 Experience in responsive UX implementation

 Experience in component based development

 At least one year of vue.js development experience

 At least a bachelor’s degree

 Agile mindset

 Team-minded

 Leadership experience beneficial

What we offer

 A modern and spacious workplace

 Up to four people offices giving you space to communicate as well as focus

 Choose between modern platforms to work with the system you work best

 Home office option

 Free coffee, juices, and water

 Competitive salary

 25 vacation days

About the company

easybell is an internet and telephony provider for individuals as well as business clients. Our 
most important products are DSL connections, SIP trunks, our cloud telephony appliance, and 
voice over ip telephony.

The company was founded in 2006 and is located in the very center of Berlin. We are part of 
the market-listed ecotel group which provides us with excellent access to affordable upfront 
services.

Our inexpensive rates feature fair contract conditions with no minimum duration. We develop 
our products and services from an understandable and flexible point of view.
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Our Tech Stack

 Vue.js

 Vuex

 Tailwind CSS

 Sass

 Git

 Gitlab

 Docker

Contact
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